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Abstract: 1H NMR is used to characterize the solution electronic structure and magnetic properties of the cubane
iron-sulfur clusters for wild-type (WT) and the D14C and D14S cluster ligand mutants of the ferredoxin (Fd) from
the hyperthermophilic archaeonPyrococcus furiosuswith the goal of identifying the oxidation states of the individual
iron ligated by a particular protein ligand. Sequence-specific assignments of the contact-shifted and paramagnetically
relaxed protons for all cluster ligands are obtained in the alternate cluster oxidation states, [4Fe:4S]+, [4Fe:4S]2+,
each with Cys21 and Cys48 either as free sulfhydryls or in a disulfide bond. Detailed analysis of the oxidized
cluster Fds shows that the ground state isS) 0 with similar population of excitedS) 1 and 2 states for each of
Asp14, Ser14, or Cys14 ligated to the cluster. The reduced cluster D14C Fd exhibits pairs of Cys (Cys11,Cys17)
with strong Curie, and pairs of Cys (Cys14, Cys56) with strong anti-Curie temperature dependence diagnostic of
ligands to theS) 9/2, 2Fe2.5+, andS) 4, 2Fe2.0+ iron pairs, respectively. Moreover, it is observed that the ligand
protons of Cys ligated to the mixed-valence pair are much more effectively relaxed than the Cys ligated to the
diferrous pair, which is consistent with expectations for the relative spin magnetizations of the iron pair. Substitution
of Cys14 by Ser14 leads to changes in contact shift magnitudes and slopes in Curie plots that demonstrate the
presence of two electronic states that interchange the sequence positions of the 2Fe2.5+ and 2Fe2.0+. Similarly,
replacement of Cys14 by Asp14 leads to changes in shift magnitude and Curie slope that indicate the population of
two states for which the Asp14 is ligated to a Fe2.5+ and Cys11 is ligated to a Fe2.0+ in each state, while the other
two ligands showed effective oxidation states midway between Fe2.5+ and Fe2.0+. Thus the relative stabilization of
the mixed-valence pair for the iron ligated by residue 14 is Asp> Ser> Cys. The localization of the mixed-valence
pair to the irons ligated to Cys11 and 17 in both D14C- and D14S-Fd is significantly stabilized for the disulfide
relative to the free sulfhydryl form of Cys21 and Cys48, and likely reflects on a hydrogen bond between the backbones
of Cys17 and Cys21. Ligation by cyanide in reduced WT Fd yields a contact shift pattern indicative of the same
electronic state as for the Cys14 mutant, with cyanide ligated to one of the 2Fe2.0+. The conversion of a Fe2.5+

ligated by Asp in WT Fd to a Fe2.0+ upon cyanide displacement of the Asp is consistent with EPR and ENDOR
studies (Telser, et al.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1995, 117, 5133-5140; Telser et al., submitted for publication).

Introduction

The cubane or “bacterial-type” ferredoxins, Fds,1 are small
(∼60 residue) electron-transfer proteins that possess either 4Fe:
4S or 3Fe:4S clusters that participate in electron-transfer
reactions.2 These clusters also occur as internal electron-transfer
components in several larger redox enzymes such as nitrogenase3

and hydrogenase.4 They differ from the “plant-type” or 2Fe:
2S Fd in that valence is shared by pairs of iron in cubane clusters
[2Fe2.5+:2Fe2.5+]2+ with S) 0, and [2Fe2.5+:2Fe2.0+]+ with S

) 1/2,5 while the 2Fe Fd irons exhibit discrete valence, [Fe3+:
Fe3+]2+ with S) 0, and [Fe3+:Fe2+]+ with S) 1/2.6,7 Shared
valence is an intrinsic property of the cubane cluster8,9 and
manifests itself similarly in the high-potential iron proteins
(Hipips),10 but with more oxidized forms of the cluster,i.e.,
[2Fe2.5+:2Fe2.5+]2+ with S) 0 and [2Fe2.5+:2Fe3.0+]3+ with S
) 1/2. The 4Fe:4S clusters that participate in catalysis in non-
redox enzymes such as aconitase11 and other hydratases12 utilize
solely the+2 oxidation state of the cluster. The [4Fe:4S]2+
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and [2Fe:2S]2+ clusters possess diamagnetic spin ground states,
but have moderate antiferromagnetic coupling constants that lead
to significant populations ofS) 1, S) 2, etc., excited states
at ambient temperature. The nature of protein interactions that
determine the highly variable overall cluster reduction potential
and discriminate among the reduction potentials of individual
iron or pairs of iron within a cluster is the focus of significant
theoretical and experimental investigation.13

While Mössbauer spectroscopy demonstrates the presence of
mixed-valence pairs of iron in [4Fe:4S]+, [3Fe:4S]0, and [4Fe:
4S]3+ clusters,5,10,14the identification of the specific iron ligated
to each Cys in the protein sequence that form the mixed-valence
pair is uniquely addressable by NMR,7,15-17 where the contact
shift, δcon, directly senses〈Sz〉 for a given iron via:

whereAi is the hyperfine coupling constant for a CâH andf(θ)
is an angular term related to the Fe-S-Câ-H dihedral angle.18

Thus the pairwise valence delocalization and antiferromagnetic
coupling are expected to lead to spin magnetization on pairs of
Fe in these clusters (and hence the contact shifts of the ligands)
which exhibit low-field Curie-like behavior (positive slope in
a plot of contact shift vs reciprocal temperature) for the mixed-
valence pair 2Fe2.5+ in each of [4Fe:4S]+ and [3Fe:4S]0. On
the other hand, the ligand(s) to the 2Fe2.0+ and Fe3.0+,
respectively, are expected to exhibit anti-Curie (negative slope)
behavior in a Curie plot.16,18 Although the overwhelming
majority of Fe-S clusters are ligated by Cys, there are now
several documented cases of naturally occurring non-Cys
ligation. Prominent examples are the hydratases such as
aconitase,11,19 (4Fe:4S with three Cys, one OH-), the Rieske
protein20 (2Fe:2S; two Cys, two His), Ni-hydrogenase4 (4Fe:
4S; three Cys, one His) and the Fd from the hyper-
thermophile,21-24 Pyrococcus furiosus, Pf (4Fe:4S with three

Cys, one Asp). The P cluster in nitrogenase has been shown
to possess one ligated Ser in the oxidized form of the cluster.25

In several cases, the absence of a Cys in the cluster ligating
consensus sequence of a Fd suggests non-Cys ligation,26 but
the nature of the ligand is to be determined. Non-Cys cluster
ligands are conventionally identified in X-ray structure or by
EPR/ENDOR,19,27 but can also be identified by solution1H
NMR.24

Attempts to introduce non-Cys ligands into ferredoxins and
Hipips by site-directed mutagenesis,28,29 and their subsequent
characterization by1H NMR,30-32 have met with limited success.
For example, Cys to Ser substitution at the four positions in
ChromatiumVinosumHipip allowed the isolation of only one
protein, that with C77S substitution.32 On the other hand, Cys
to Ser substitution of the four Cys cluster ligands in the
Anabaena2Fe Fd allowed the1H NMR characterization of all
four mutants of the oxidized protein and of two mutants in the
reduced form.30,31 Since the protein-cluster bonds contribute
significantly to the folding free energy of most Fd,30-32 the
reduced stability of a non-Cys-iron bond may preclude the
systematic perturbation of the individual four ligands. The
cubane Fds from hyperthermophiles23 are ideal candidates for
such mutation/NMR studies. First, WTPf Fd already pos-
sesses24 a ligated Asp14, and recent mutagenesis experiments
have provided stable Fds with the Asp14Cys or Asp14Ser
mutations.33 The ability to probe three cluster ligand types, Asp,
Ser, and Cys, currently unique toPf Fd, is further extended by
the ability of a cyanide ion to ligate to the cluster22,27 in the
reduced 4FePf Fd.
A complicating feature ofPfFd is that both the 4Fe:4S cluster

and a pair of remote Cys (Cys21 and Cys48) are redox active
at approximately the same potential. When operating at ambient
temperatures, some∼70-80 °C below the functioning temper-
ature of the organismPf (optimal growth temperature 100°C),
the 2SHT -S-S- reaction is extremely slow, affording four
distinct redox states ofPf Fd that can be characterized.34 A
schematic representation of thePf 4Fe Fd is given in Figure 1,
where the A and B states (labeled as subscripts) correspond to
the disulfide and free sulfhydryl forms of Cys21,48, respectively.
Together with the oxidized and reduced states of the cluster,
Fdox, [4Fe:4S]2+, and Fdred, [4Fe:4S]1+, respectively,PfFd exists
in four distinct states identified as FdAred, FdBred, FdAox, and
FdBox. We present herein the results of a1H NMR study
designed to answer the following questions: What is the effect
of non-Cys ligation on the electronic/magnetic properties of the
cluster? How does the nature of the position-14 ligand influence
the oxidation state of its coordinated iron? Can the1H NMR
hyperfine shift pattern alone provide evidence for non-Cys
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ligation? What influence do the remote sulfhydryls have on
the cluster magnetic properties?

Experimental Section
Proteins. Pyrococcus furiosus4Fe Fd was purified as

previously reported.21 The recombinant mutant Fds, Asp14Cys,
and Asp14Ser were obtained fromE. coli as described else-
where.33 All PfFds were purified under anaerobic and reducing
conditions, yielding the cluster reduced and free thiol Cys21,-
48 form of the protein referred to as FdB

red. All protein samples
for NMR were handled in a Vacuum Atmospheres inert
atmosphere glovebox. Starting with the as-isolated FdB

red ([4Fe:
4S]+, SH, SH), controlled conversion to the sequential redox
states FdBox ([4Fe:4S]2+, SH, SH), FdAox ([4S:4S]2+, S-S),
FdAred ([4Fe:4S]+, S-S), and finally to FdBred again to close
the redox cycle, were carried out using O2 as oxidant and
dithionite as reductant, as described in detail previously.34

Solutions of the desired Fd form were prepared in1H2O or2H2O
with either 50 or 300 mM phosphate (to reduce or accelerate,
respectively, the electron self-exchange rates35 between [4Fe:
4S]2+ and [4Fe:4S]+ at pH 7.2. Samples of FdBred and FdAox

were prepared at pH values 6.0, 7.2, and 8.0. The ligation of
cyanide to FdBred and FdAred was investigated by addition of
KCN (100 and 500 mM) to 3 mM Fdred in 50 mM tris, at pH
8.0.22

NMR Spectroscopy. All 1H NMR spectra were recorded at
500 MHz on a GE Omega 500 spectrometer. Chemical shift
values were referenced to 2,2-dimethyl-2-pentane-5-sulfonate,
DSS, through the residual solvent signal. Spectra were collected
over a range of temperature and pH (6.0-8.6) by the normal
one-pulse sequence with1H2O presaturation using a long recycle
time (3 s), or with the super-WEFT pulse sequence36 utilizing
a shorter recycle time (∼180 ms). NonselectiveT1s were
obtained from the initial slope of the recovery of magnetization
after an inversion-recovery pulse sequence; recycle times were
set at∼5 times theT1 for the peaks of interest. Magnetization-
transfer experiments to detect either steady-state NOE or
chemical exchange were performed using a super-WEFT pulse
sequence.24 The selected resonance was irradiated for∼90%
of the relaxation delay time. Geminal and vicinal protons were
differentiated by the different cross relaxation rateσij; the
estimated rotational correlation timeτc of 3 ns predictsσij = 5

s-1 for geminal andσij = 1 s-1 for vicinal protons.24 Phase-
sensitive TOCSY37 and NOESY38 spectra were recorded at 30
and 40°C using spin lock times of 15 and 60 ms for TOCSY
and mixing times of 50 or 250 ms for NOESY over a 7017 Hz
sweepwidth. The 60 ms TOCSY and 250 ms NOESY spectra
consisted of 96 scans collected at a repetition rate of 0.5 s-1,
the 15 ms TOCSY consisted of 256 scans collected at a
repetition rate of 1.3 s-1 and the 50 ms NOESY consisted of
160 scans collected at a repetition rate of 0.7 s-1; all with 2048
complex t2 points over 512t1 blocks. The water signal was
suppressed by low-power selective irradiation during the pre-
delay period for all experiments. MCOSY39 spectra are recorded
over 27 kHz with a repetition rate of 3 s-1 using 1024 scans
per block. NMR data were processed on a Silicon Graphics
Indigo2 workstation using the Biosym/Molecular Simulations
Felix 95.0 program. Sine-bell-squared functions, 30° shifted,
were applied in both dimensions for NOESY and TOCSY data.
Data sets were zero-filled to 2048× 2048 real data points prior
to Fourier transformation.

Results
The 1H NMR spectra in the “diamagnetic” 0-10 ppm

window for the two mutants Fdox are essentially the same as
that of WT Fd as reported previously.35 Partial analysis of 2D
NMR data in a manner described in detail40 for 3FePf FdAox

reveal very similar cross peak patterns (not shown) that reflect
conservation of the folding in the two mutants (i.e., contacts
between Val24 and Phe25 and between Trp2 and Tyr46 are
completely conserved). The folding pattern reflected in these
tertiary contacts has been shown34 to be similarly conserved
between WT FdAox and WT FdBox. The chemical shifts for
several key residues are listed in Supporting Information.
Identification of Multiple Oxidation States. The four

oxidation states of WTPf Fd, designated FdAox, FdBox, FdAred,
and FdBred, exhibit resonances labeled Aio, Bio, Ai

r, and Bir,
respectively, with the subscripti labeled so that it represents
the same proton in the same ligand for both the mutants and
WT Fd.24,34 The two mutants, D14C and D14S can be prepared
under controlled conditions in either A or B forms for both
cluster oxidation states, as described in detail previously for
WT Pf Fd.34 The cyanide-ligated Fdred can be converted
between the A and B forms in an analogous fashion. The low-
field hyperfine-shifted portions of the1H NMR spectra for the
oxidized Fds are shown in Figure 2. The spectra in parts A-C
of Figure 2 show the gradual conversion of D14C FdB

ox to
D14C-FdAox in the presence of O2. As was noted in WTPf
Fd,24,34 only one ligand proton yields clearly resolved signals
for the A and B forms, that labeled A1o, B1o in Figure 2 where
superscript “o” designates oxidized; the intensities of the
remaining resonances, as in the case of WT Fd, show that the
A i

o, and Bio peaks for any i*1 are generally degenerate. The
1H NMR spectra in Figure 2D,E depict the similar conversion
of D14S-FdBox to D14S-FdAox; in this case, the A5o, and B5o,
and A9o and B9o peaks are also partially resolved. A spectrum
of WT 30% FdAox and 70% FdBox is shown as a reference in
Figure 2F. The solid lines connect the signals for FdA

ox that
will be shown to arise from the same proton on the identical
Cys, while a dashed line connects the resonances that will be
demonstrated to arise from the variable position-14 cluster
ligand. The chemical shifts and nonselectiveT1 values of the
ligand resonances for WT and mutant FdA

ox and FdBox
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Chem. Soc.1996, 118, 2513-2514.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the molecular structure of a
cubane single-cluster Fd (adapted from ref 2). The cluster ligands are
labeled by both the conserved ligation sequence I-IV and the sequence
position inPf Fd, 11, 14, 17 and 56, with position 14(II) occupied by
Asp in WTPf Fd. The alternate oxidation states of the two Cys21 (V),
Cys48 (VI) remote from the cluster, two free sulfhydryl and a disulfide
bond, are designated by the B and A form, respectively. These, together
with the two cluster oxidation states, generate the four redox states
FdAox, FdBox, FdAred, and FdBred. The proximity of Phe25 to Cys17 (III )
used in the assignments, is also shown.
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are listed in Table 1. The temperature behavior for all protons
in both mutant Fdox is anti-Curie (negative slope in Curie plot
in both mutants) and is essentially the same as found previ-
ously34 for WT PfFdox (not shown; see Supporting Information)
and other [4Fe:4S]2+ proteins.16,17

The 1H NMR spectra for the reduced cluster species in
primarily the B form of WT Fd, D14C-Fd, and D14S-Fd are
illustrated in parts A, B, and C of Figure 3, respectively, with
peaks labeled Bir (labeled in Figure 3A) for each protein. As
found24,34 for the WT Fdred, the pattern of hyperfine shifts can
differ sufficiently between the A and B forms to allow resolution
of all signals at an appropriate temperature. The same indexi
is used to label a unique proton in a given ligand (to be
demonstrated below) in all four oxidation states of each Fd. To
avoid crowding, only Bir peaks are labeled in Figure 3A and
the positions of all Air peaks are indicated by asterisks. The
detailed labeling of the Air peaks in the same spectra is given
in Supporting Information. The chemical shifts and nonselective
T1s for ligand resonances in the mutant Fdredcomplex are listed
in Table 2 where they can be compared to similar data24 on
WT Fdred. The temperature dependences for the cluster ligand
proton chemical shifts are shown in the form of a Curie plot
(observed chemical shift versus reciprocal absolute temperature)
for D14C-FdAred (closed markers)and D14S-FdA

red (open mark-
ers) in Figure 4A, and for D14C-FdBred (closed markers) and
D14S-FdBred (open markers) in Figure 4B. The variable-
temperature data for WT FdAred and FdBred, some of which was
reported previously,24,34 are given in Supporting Information.

The 1H NMR spectrum of a sample∼75% WT FdBred-CN
(peaks labeled BiCN) and∼25% unreacted WT FdBred (positions
marked by filled squares) is shown in Figure 3D and reveals
five resolved low-field peaks for FdBred-CN. Two assignable
signals (see below) are labeled B1

CN and B6CN (and connected
by solid lines to the same proton peaks in the other spectra).
The three remaining signals are labeled Bx

CN, ByCN, and BzCN.
The spectrum for WT FdAred-CN is provided in Supporting
Information. Both the chemical shifts and T1s for the ligated
Cys in Fdred-CN are given in Table 3. Curie plots for WT
FdBred-CN and WT FdAred-CN, are given in Supporting Informa-
tion.
Assignment of Cluster Ligand Resonances.The cluster

ligand assignments are based on the use of the 1D and 2D NMR
methods optimized for relaxed protons41 using the assignment
protocol presented in detail for WTPf Fd.24,42 Single cubane
cluster Fd have in common a conserved cluster geometry that
allows the detection of narrow1H NMR signals for the NpH,
but not CRH, of Cys I and Cys IV, and for the CRH, but not
NpH, of Cys III (and ligand II).24,42 Dipolar contacts to adjacent
residues (Thr10 and Ser59) differentiate Cys I and Cys IV, while
Cys III is uniquely identified by its proximity to a completely
conserved Phe25 (see Figure 1). Assignments for the mutant
Fds were initially carried out independently on relatively pure
FdAox and FdBred, and the assignments subsequently extended
to FdAred and FdBox, respectively, by magnetization transfer, as
reported earlier for WTPf Fd.24

D14C-Fd. A COSY spectrum for D14C-FdAox exhibits cross
peaks for each of the five resolved hyperfine shifted resonances
that locate the following three three-spin systems: (A1

o,A6
o,A7

o),
(A9

o,A5
o,A16

o), and (A3o,A11
o,A30

o) and one two-spin system
(A2

o,A4
o) (not shown; see Supporting Information). The

sequence-specific assignments, as well as the differentiation of
CRH and CâH signals of D14C-FdAox, are more conveniently
carried out by steady-state NOEs.24 Representative NOE data
for D14C-FdAox are illustrated in Figure 5. Saturation of A1o

yields a weak NOE to the strongly relaxed A7
o (not shown)

and a stronger NOE to a weakly relaxed signal A6
o (Figure 5B),

as well as to the assigned Phe25 ring proton and Leu20 NpH
which identifies A1o, A6

o, and A7o as the Cys17 CâH, CRH, and
CâH′ (CâH and CâH′ are the Cysâ-protons furthest from, and
closest to, the ligated cluster iron, respectively). The saturation
of peak A3o (Figure 5C) yields an NOE to a strongly relaxed
proton A11o, as well as two labile protons labeled a17

o and a33o.
Peak a33o has been identified as the Ser59 NH, which uniquely
identifies A3o, A11

o, and a17o as the CâH, CâH′, and NPH of
Cys56. Saturation of A4o yields NOEs to a strongly relaxed
signal A2o and two labile protons, one labeled a15

o and the other
Thr10 NPH (Figure 5D). These results clearly identify Câ′H,
CâH, and NPH of Cys11. Finally, saturating the low-field A9o

results in NOEs to both a weakly relaxed peak A16
o and a more

strongly relaxed signal A5o which must arise from the CâH′,
CRH and CâH of the remaining Cys14 (Figure 5E). The
chemical shift andT1 values are listed in Table 1.
The relevant steady-state NOE results for D14C-FdB

red are
illustrated in Figure 6. Saturation of B1r results in NOEs to a
broad peak B7r and a narrow peak B6r, as well as to the Phe25
ring (Figure 6B), identifying Cys17 CâH, CâH′, and CRH,
respectively. Saturation of B2r (in the negative direction in
Figure 6B) yields a significant NOE to a strongly relaxed proton
peak B4r identifying a geminal CH2 for cluster ligand Cys11 or
Cys56. Irradiation of B3r (Figure 6D) yields a weak NOE to a
strongly relaxed signal B11r and to a slowly exchanging labile
proton peak b17r, and identifies the CâH, CâH′, and NPH of

(41) La Mar, G. N.; de Ropp, J. S.Biol. Magn. Reson.1993, 18, 1-78.
(42) Gorst, C. M.; Yeh, T.; Teng, Q.; Calzolai, L.; Zhou, Z.-H.; Adams,

M. W. W.; La Mar, G. N.Biochemistry1995, 34, 600-610.

Figure 2. Resolved low-field portions of the 500 MHz1H NMR spectra
(repetition rate 4 s-1) of 5-8 mM Pf Fdox in 90%1H2O:10%2H2O, 50
mM phosphate, pH 7.2 at 30°C for (A-C) D14C-Fdox showing the
slow conversion of D14C-FdBox (peak labeled Bio) to D14C-FdAox (peak
labeled Aio) in the presence of O2, (D and E) D14S-Fdox showing the
conversion of D14S-FdBox to D14S-FdAox in the presence of O2; and
(F) WT-Fd with 30% FdAox and 70% FdBox present. The peaks for FdAox

and FdBox are labeled Aio and Bio, respectively if the two resonances
are resolved or partially resolved; in the majority of cases where Ai

o

and Bio for the same i are degenerate, only Ai
o is labeled.
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cluster ligand Cys56 or Cys11. Lastly, irradiation of B9
r leads

to a significant NOE to both a strongly relaxed peak B5
r and a

weakly relaxed peak B16r, which must arise from the CâH′, CâH,
and CRH of the remaining Cys14 (Figure 6C). The differentia-
tion of the Cys11 vs Cys56 resonances in FdB

red was ac-
complished by observing saturation transfer43 to the respective

resonances in FdBox with essentially the same shift as unambigu-
ously determined above for FdAox (not shown; see Supporting
Information). Similar saturation transfer between FdA

red and
FdAox provides the unique assignment of FdA

red (not shown).
The chemical shifts and relaxation properties for the reduced
cluster ligands are listed in Table 2.
D14S-Fd. The severe sensitivity of D14S-FdBox to conver-

sion to the 3Fe cluster33 upon exposure to even small amounts
(43) Sandstro¨m, J.Dynamic NMR Spectroscopy; Academic Press: New

York, 1982.

Table 1. 1H NMR Spectral Propreties of the Cluster Ligands in Wild-Type and Position-14 Mutants of OxidizedPyrococcus furiosus4Fe
Ferredoxin

WTa D14C D14S

ligand assignment peak label FdA
ox b FdBox b FdAox FdBox FdAox FdBox

Cys11 (I ) CâH A2
o 11.3c (9)e 11.3 (10) 9.1 (17)d 9.1 10.0 (9) 10.0

CâH′ A4
o 11.1 (3)e 11.1 10.9 (4)e 10.8 11.1 (3) 11.3

NPH a15o 7.5 7.35/7.42 7.7 7.7
ligand 14 (II ) CâH A5

o 4.9 4.9 9.1 (13)e 20.1 (3) 20.7
CâH′ A9

o 5.37 (15) 5.37 19.5 (6) 19.5 23.3 (2) 23.2
CRH A16

o 10.5 (28) 8.2
Cys17 (III ) CâH A1

o 14.3 (6) 13.8 15.3 (9) 15.0 12.7 (6) 13.6
CâH′ A7

o 5.9 (2)e 6.0 4.8
CRH A6

o 8.6 (33) 8.75 7.5 (36) 8.37
Cys56 (IV ) CâH A3

o 11.1 (9)e 11.1 11.5 (10) 11.5 10.2 (9) 10.2
CâH′ A11

o 8.1 (4) 8.2 6.9 (2)
CRH A30

o 5.2
NPH a17o 7.5 7.42/7.35 7.4 7.21

aData taken from ref 24.b Subscripts A and B refer to disulfide bond and free sulfhydryl, respectively, for Cys21,48.cChemical shifts, in ppm
from DSS, in1H2O at 30°C. dNonselectiveT1, in ms, are given in parentheses for resolved peaks; uncertainties(15% unless indicated otherwise.
eNonselectiveT1, in ms, are given in parentheses for partially resolved peaks with uncertainties(30%.

Figure 3. Resolved low-field portions of the 500 MHz1H NMR spectra (repetition rate 4 s-1) in 2H2O, 50 mM phosphate at 30°C of 3-5 mM
of reduced cluster 4FePf Fd predominantly in the B form (free sulfhydryl Cys21,48) for (A) WT FdB

red, (the label designation for contact shifted
peaks, Bir, is shown above the spectrum and the sequence-specific assignment below the spectrum of WTPf FdBred), (B) D14C-FdBred, (C) D14S-
FdBred, and (D) WT FdBred-CN (positions of unreacted WT FdBred peaks are indicated by filled squares). Peaks are labeled Bi

r for WT, D14C, and
D14S-Fd, and BiCN for the cyanide-ligated WT Fd. Positions of the minor FdA

red form in each case are indicated by asterisks. Similarly labeled and
assigned peaks for Cys11, 17, and 56 in B D are connected by solid lines. The variable-ligand 14 resonances are connected by dashed lines.
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of O2 prompted initiating the detailed assignment of D14S-FdB
ox.

The assignments for the signals for the ligated Cys11, Cys17,
and Cys56 by steady-state NOEs are shown in Supporting
Information and leave the hyperfine-shifted signals, B9

o and B5o,
in Figure 7A as candidates for the unassigned Ser14. Saturation
of the more strongly relaxed peak B9o in D14S-FdBox leads to
a weak NOE to B5o, identifying B9o and B5o as the CâH2 of
Ser14 (Figure 7B). A NOE to a nonresolved narrow peak B16

o

upon saturating B5o (Figure 7C) locates the expected contact-
shifted Ser14 CRH.
2D EXSY data38 on a mixture of D14S-FdBred and D14S-

FdBox exhibit the cross peaks that provide the assignments for

the ligated Cys in D14S-FdBox (not shown; see Supporting
Information). The assignment of the key Ser signals in D14S-
FdAred is shown in parts E and D of Figure 7. Magnetization
transfer38 to A9

o and A5o upon saturating A9r (Figure 7E) and
A5

r (Figure 7F), respectively, in a sample containing∼80%
D14C-Fdox and∼20% D14S-Fdred, with a FdA:FdB ratio 70:30,
identifies the signals with the unprecedented low-field hyperfine
shifts as the CâH′ CâH of Ser14. The nearly identical shifts
for the A5o and B5o peaks, and the A9o and B9o peaks is apparent
in parts D and E of Figure 2. Magnetization transfer from the
remaining unassigned strongly hyperfine shifted peak B16

r in
D14S-FdBred to the candidates for Ser14 CRH in D14S-FdBox

provide direct confirmation for this assignment. A combination
of 1D and 2D NMRmagnetization-transfer experiments provides
the parallel assignments for D14S-FdA

redand D14S-FdAox, where
the latter exhibits chemical shifts for each proton (except that
for Cys17 CâH) that are essentially the same as determined
directly for D14S-FdBox (not shown; see Supporting Informa-
tion). The chemical shifts andT1 values for all assigned cluster
ligand resonances from D14S-Fdox and D14S-Fdred are listed
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Cyanide Binding to WT Fdred. Addition of potassium

cyanide to WT FdBred and WT FdAred leads to the appearance
of new sets of peaks BiCN for FdBred-CN (as shown in Figure
3D) and AiCN for FdAred-CN (not shown; see Supporting
Information) at the expense of the intensities of peaks Bi

red and
A i

red, respectively. The addition of∼100 mM KCN to a 3 mM
∼1:1 mixture of FdAredand FdBredgives a spectrum that exhibits
about 1:1 intensity ratio for Bired:Bi

CN and Aired:A i
CN, indicating

a similar cyanide binding constant∼12 M-1 for the FdAred and

Table 2. 1H NMR Spectral Parameters of the Cluster Ligands to Wild-Type and Position-14 Mutants of Reduced ClusterPyrococcus furiosus
4Fe Ferredoxin

WTa D14C D14S

ligand assignment peak label FdB
red b FdAred b FdBred FdAred FdBred FdAred

Cys11 (I ) CâH B2
r 34.7c (19)d 37.4 (14) 43.5 (6) 45.3 (6) 30.0 (14) 30.7 (16)

CâH′ B4
r 23.8 (9) 25.3 (6) 31.4 (3) 32.4 (3) 20.0 (6) 20.7 (5)

CRH B25
r -2.0 (3)

NPH b15r 7.61 (60)
ligand 14 (II ) CâH B5

r 22.7 (21) 22.8 (14) 24.0 (18) 24.0 105 ∼102
CâH′ B9

r 14.3 (15) 14.4 (7) 39.4 (7) 39.0 (6) 113 ∼113
CRH B16

r 7.46 7.38 16.8 (32) 16.8 22.9 (16) 22.9
Cys17 (III ) CâH B1

r 45.8 (13) 50.2 (10) 41.8 (6) 42.7 (6) 31.8 (10) 32.7
CâH′ B7

r 15.2 (3) 17.5 (3) 18.2 (3) 8
CRH B6

r 21.8 (29) 22.4 (21) 14.8 (24) 17.7 (22) 18.0 (22)
Cys56 (IV ) CâH B3

r 31.6 (17) 27.0 (14) 31.9 (12) 28.9 (13) 39.1 (7) 36.5 (8)
CâH′ B11

r 9.35 (<5) 7.5 17.2 (7) 14.2 (∼3)e
NPH b17r 7.35 (60)

aData taken from ref 24.b Subscripts A and B refer to disulfide bond and free sulfhydryl, respectively, for Cys21,48.cChemical shifts, in ppm
from DSS, in1H2O at 30°C. dNonselectiveT1, in ms, for resolved peaks are given in parentheses, with uncertainties(15% unless indicated
otherwise.eNonselectiveT1, in ms, are given in parentheses for partially resolved peaks with uncertainties(30%.

Figure 4. Curie plots (observed chemical shift vs reciprocal absolute
temperature) for the low-field contact-shifted ligand protons for (A)
D14C-FdAred (closed markers) and D14S-FdA

red (open markers), and
(B) D14C-FdBred (closed markers) and D14S-FdB

red (open markers), all
in 2H2O, 50 mM in phosphate, pH 7.2. The proton peaks for Cys11,
ligand 14, Cys17, and Cys56 are shown by circles, squares, triangles,
and diamonds, respectively.

Table 3. 1H NMR Spectral Properties of the Protein Ligands to
the Reduced Cluster in Cyanide-Ligated Pyrococcus furiosus 4Fe
Ferredoxin

FdBred-CNa FdAred-CNa

ligand assignment
peak
label

shiftb
(T1)c

peak
label shift (T1)

Cys17 (III ) CâH B1CN 51.9b (<1)d A1CN 52.6 (<1)
CRH B6CN 16.9 (14)c A6CN 16.5 (12)c

Cys11 (I )e CâH′ BxCN 47.7 (<1) AxCN 51.1 (∼1)d
CâH ByCN 32.3 (∼1)d AyCN 34.5 (∼1)d

Cys56 (IV )e CâH BzCN 26.7 (<1) AzCN 26.7 (<1)
a Subscripts A and B refer to disulfide bond and free sulfhydryl,

respectively, for Cys21,48.bChemical shifts, in ppm from DSS, in1H2O
at 30 °C. c NonselectiveT1, in ms, for resolved peaks are given in
parentheses, uncertainty(15%. d Estimates of nonselectiveT1, in ms;
uncertainty(30%. eTentative assignments based on comparison to WT
FdBred.
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FdBred species.44 TheT1s for all resolved low-field resonances
in WT FdBred-CN (Figure 3D) and FdAred-CN are considerably
shorter (by a factor of∼2-10) than found in the absence of
cyanide. This extreme relaxation precluded the detection of
the expected NOE between geminal partner CâHs (<0.5%).
However, saturation of peak B1CN resulted in a weak NOE to
the narrowest and least relaxed resolved resonance B6

CN, as well
as to the ring of Phe25, identifying B1CN and B6CN as the CâH
and CRH of Cys17 in FdBred-CN (not shown; see Supporting
Information); the peak A1CN and A6CN were similarly assigned
to Cys17. The resolved signals exhibit the relative relaxation
pattern expected for Cys CRH and CâHs and give no evidence
for the narrower and much less strongly relaxed signals24 for a
ligated Asp to the low field of∼9 ppm. The signals B1CN, B6CN,
Bx

CN, and ByCN exhibited positive slopes (Curie-like), while BzCN

exhibited negative (anti-Curie) slopes in a Curie plot (not shown;
see Supporting Information). The chemical shifts at 30°C, the
nonselectiveT1s, and the available assignments of WT FdB

red-
CN and FdAred-CN are listed in Table 3.

Discussion

Molecular Structure of Mutant Fds. The “diamagnetic”
0-10 ppm portion of1H NMR spectra for WT and both mutant
FdAox are very similar35 and both the chemical shifts and tertiary
contacts for the assigned residues Trp2, Thr10, Val24, Phe25,
Tyr46, and Ser59 are highly conserved. A similar structural
conservation has been noted in a comparison of the A and B
forms for WT Fdox and Fdred. Cys21 and Cys48, moreover,
are redox active and convert between two free sulfhydryls and
a disulfide bond as described for WTPf Fd,34 with the strongly

retarded redox rate at 30°C for the disulfide bond formation
and breakage similar in the mutants and WTPf Fd. Detailed
descriptions of the molecular structure of these Fds should

(44) It is observed that small amounts of O2 oxidize the sulfhydryls of
Cys21 and Cys48 in preference to the cluster, indicating that the cluster
potential is higher with respect to the disulfide in the cyanide derivative in
FdBred-CN compared to WT FdBred.

Figure 5. (A) Low-field portion of the 500 MHz1H NMR spectrum
of D14C-FdAox with peaks labeled Aio and by sequence-specific
assignment deduced herein. B-E: Steady-state NOE difference traces
obtained by saturating the resonance indicated by the vertical arrow;
the position of the irradiation in the reference trace is indicatd by a
solid triangle and NOEs due to the reference trace are marked with
solid ovals: (B) saturate A1o (Cys17 CâH) and observe NOE to A6o

(Cys17 CRH) and Phe25 ring proton; (C) saturate A3
o (Cys56 CâH)

and observe NOEs to A11o (Cys56 CâH) and a17o (Cys56 NPH); (D)
saturate A4o (Cys11 CâH′) and observe NOEs to A2o (Cys11 CâH), a15o

(Cys11 NPH) and Thr 10 NPH; (E) saturate A9o (Cys14 CâH′) and
observe NOEs to A16o (Cys14 CRH) and A5o (Cys14 CâH).

Figure 6. (A) Low-field portion of the 500 MHz1H NMR spectrum
of∼75% D14C-FdBred (peak labeled Bir): 25% D14C-FdAred (with peaks
labeled by asterisks) in2H2O, 50 mM in phosphate, pH 7.2 and 30°C.
The sequence-specific assignments deduced herein are also given.
B-D: Steady-state NOE difference traces obtained by saturating the
signal of interest as indicated by a vertical arrow: (B) saturate B1

r

(Cys17 CâH) (in positive direction) and observe NOEs (in the positive
direction) to B7r (Cys17 CâH′), B6

r (Cys17 CRH), and Phe25 ring. The
reference trace shows saturation of B2

r (Cys11 CâH) and resulting NOEs
to B4r (Cys11 CâH′); (C) saturate B9r (Cys14 CâH′) and yield NOEs to
B5

r (Cys14 CâH) and B16r (Cys14 CRH); (D) saturate B3r (Cys56 CâH)
and observe NOE to B11r (Cys56 CâH′) and b17r (Cys56 NPH).

Figure 7. (A) Resolved low-field portion of the 500 MHz1H NMR
spectrum of∼75% D14S-FdBox, ∼25% D14S-FdAox, with peaks for
the former complex labeled Bio, as well as by the sequence-specific
assignment deduced herein (peaks A9

o and A5o are also labeled) and
(B and C) steady-state NOE difference spectra for D14S-FdB

ox upon
saturating the peak with the vertical arrow: (B) saturate peak B9

o (Ser14
CâH′) in D14C-FdAox and observe NOE to B5o (Ser14 CâH); (C) saturate
peak B5o (Ser14 CâH) in D14S-FdAox and observe NOE to peak B16o

(Ser14 CRH). (D and E) Magnetization-transfer difference spectra
obtained by saturating the extreme low-field peaks Ai

r of D14S-FdAred

(indicated by vertical arrows) in a sample containing∼80% D14S-
Fdox and∼20% D14S-Fdred in the FdA:FdB ratio 70:30: (D) saturate
peak A9r (and minor B9r) and observe magnetization transfer to B9

o

(and minor A9o), and (E) saturate peak A5r (Ser14 CâH) of D14S-FdAred

and observe magnetization transfer to the assigned peak A5
o (Ser14

CâH) of D14S-FdAox.
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eventually shed light on the very different electron self-exchange
rates for the mutant Fd,35 but are well outside the scope of this
report.
Comparison of Mutant and WT Oxidized Cluster Fds.

The location of four geminal proton pairs with significant contact
shifts in each Fdox establish that residue 14 is ligated to the
cluster in both mutants. The ligation of Cys11, Cys17, and
Cys56 is demonstrated directly. The presence of a fourth AMX
spin system with large contact shifts locates the fourth cluster
ligand which sequence and structural homology to other cubane
Fds demand is residue 14. Since the contact shifts for ligand
14 are pH independent in the region 6-8, we infer that only
the anionic form of ligand 14 is ligated in each of the Fd. Both
the magnitude and pattern of the contact shifts (Table 1), as
well as the temperature dependence (not shown; see Supporting
Information), of the three conserved cluster ligands Cys11,
Cys17, and Cys56 are similar for the variable position-14 ligands
Asp, Cys and Ser, which argues against any significant change
in cluster geometry,i.e., minimal changes inf(θ) in eq 1. Since
Fdox has four oxidation-state equivalent irons, the relative ligand
14 contact shifts reflect theintrinsic spin delocalization, (i.e.,
relative Ai in eq 1)for each ligand due to the same〈Sz〉 on the
iron. The ratios45 of the mean CâH and CâH′ contact shifts
(∼Ai), using the D14C-Fdox as reference (see below), for D14S-
FdAox:D14C-FdAox:WT FdAox are 1.5:1.0:0.2. The larger Ser14
vs Cys14 CâH shifts and stronger relaxation for the same〈Sz〉
likely reflect the shorter Fe-O than Fe-S bond length and agree
with similar observations for Ser mutants of both 2Fe:2S Fd30,31

and Hipip.32 The much smaller Asp14 than Cys14 contact shifts
for the same〈Sz〉 are due to attenuated spin transfer because of
the additional intervening atom for ligated Asp,24 as also found
in models.46

The uniform anti-Curie behavior in the variable-temperature
plots (not shown; see Supporting Information) confirm the
expectedS) 0 ground state for mutant and WT Fdox in both
the A and B states, with similar, but not quite identical,
population ofS) 1 andS) 2 excited spin states. There are
two spectral features that discriminate among the residue 14
ligands. First, theT1s for the ligated Cys in D14C-Fdox are
very similar to those forThermococcus litoralis, Tl,4Fe Fdox

with Cys-only cluster ligation,47 but generallylongerthan those
for the ligated Cys in either WT24 or D14S-Fdox (Table 1). The
mean ligand CâH shifts for the conserved Cys11, Cys17, and
Cys56 increase weakly in the order D14C-Fd≈ D14S-Fd<
WT Fd, and the shifts, when resolved, are always larger for
FdAox than FdBox (Table 1) indicating that the population of the
S) 1 andS) 2 states is slightly greater in the same direction.
Comparison of Mutant and WT Reduced Cluster Fd.

EPR spectra at 8 K of D14C-FdBred and D14S-FdBred and WT
FdBred-CN are characteristic of aS) 1/2 ground state;33 that for
WT FdBred indicates∼25%S) 1/2 and∼75%S) 3/2 ground
state,22,27 although the pattern of1H NMR shifts at 30°C is
very similar to those exhibited byS) 1/2 ground state [4Fe:
4S]1+ cluster.24 The patterns of hyperfine shifts in the window
0-50 ppm are quite similar with Asp, Ser, Cys, or CN- ligated
to the cluster (Figure 3), and the temperature dependence of
the contact shifted CâHs and CRH are also similar with both

Curie and anti-Curie types present (Figure 4). The ligated Ser14,
however, reveals unprecedented contact shifts in the 100-115
ppm window that are much larger than for any other ligand in
a S ) 1/2 ground-state [4Fe:4S]1+ cluster. TheT1 values for
the CâH protons for the conserved Cys ligand protons change
as a function of ligation at position 14 as follows: CN<<Cys
≈ Ser< Asp, but only the extremely short values for cyanide-
ligated cluster are clearly outside the range known for any all-
Cys-ligated cluster. These data suggest that the observation of
anomalously shortT1s (as for cyanide) with a “normal” Cys
shift pattern, or anomalously large proton contact shifts (as for
ligated Ser) with “normal” relaxation can be taken as evidence
for non-Cys ligand for a [4Fe:4S]1+ cluster. However, any
attempt to identify the non-Cys ligand by eitherT1 and/or shift
criteria would be premature. It has been shown in model
compounds and proteins that numerous other ligands, including
His, Tyr, H2O, or OH-, can bind to a cubane cluster,4,19,48and
the influences of their ligation on the cluster Cys contact shifts/
relaxation are not known at this time.
Electronic Structure and Magnetic Properties of D14C-

FdBred. The influences of ligand 14 on the cluster properties
are analyzed first for the FdBred with the complete ligand CâH
assignments. The variable-temperature behavior of the assigned
Cys resonances show two (Cys11 and Cys17) with Curie-like
or positive slopes and two (Cys14 and Cys56) with anti-Curie-
like or negative slopes in Figure 4B. On the premise that any
single cluster electronic state possesses 2Fe2.5+ and 2Fe2.0+ with
associated spin states49,50 9/2 and 4, the qualitative behavior of
the resonances in Figure 4B discriminates among the four iron
so that those ligated by Cys11 and Cys17 more closely resemble
the 2Fe2.5+, while those ligated by Cys14 and Cys56 exhibit
properties expected for ligation to 2Fe2.0+. These properties
can be described in general by an equilibrium between two
cluster electronic structures where the mixed-valence pair is
ligated by Cys11 and Cys17 (I in Figure 8) or Cys14 and Cys56
(II in Figure 8), with the position of the equilibrium in D14C-
FdBred in favor of I .
While theT1 values for D14C-Fdred are very similar to those

in other isoelectronic, all-Cys ligated cluster Fdred, theT1s for
individual Cys in the present mutant differ systematically. Thus
it is noted in Table 2 that theT1s for the CâHs are longer by a

(45) The mean contact shift for CâH and CâH′ were obtained by
subtracting the expected diamagnetic shift (3.1 ppm for Cys, 3.9 ppm for
Ser and 2.8 ppm for Asp) from the mean of the observed shifts given in
Table 2, which, on the assumption of identical〈Sz〉 and conservedf(θ) in
eq 1, lead to A(Ser):A(Cys):A(Asp)) 17.8:12.2:2.3, in ppm, or the ratio
1.5:1.0:0.2.

(46) Weigel, J. A.; Holm, R. H.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 4184-
4191.

(47) Donaire, A.; Gorst, C. M.; Zhou, Z.-H.; Adams, M. W. W.; La Mar,
G. N. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1994, 116, 6841-6849. Donaire, A.; Zhou, Z.-
H.; Adams, M. W. W.; La Mar, G. N.J. Biomol. NMR1996, 7, 35-47.

(48) Cleland, W. E.; Holtman, D. A.; Sabat, M.; Ibers, J. A.; DeFotis,
G. C.; Averill, B. A. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1983, 105, 6021-6031. Evans, D.
J.; Leigh, G. J.J. Inorg. Biochem.1991, 42, 25-35. Evans, D. J.Inorg.
Chim. Acta1993, 203, 253-256.

(49) BothS) 9/2, 4 andS) 7/2, 3 spin states have been proposed50,51

for the mixed-valence and diferrous pairs. It is noted, however, that the
characteristic Curie-like and anti-Curie-like temperature dependence for the
2Fe2.5+ and 2Fe2.0+, respectively, result from either the9/2, 4 or 7/2, 3 spin
pairs.16

(50) Mouesca, J.-M.; Noodleman, L.; Case, D. A.; Lamotte, B.Inorg.
Chem.1995, 34, 4347-4359. Noodleman, L.; Peng, C. Y.; Mouesca, J.-
M.; Case, D. A.Coord. Chem. ReV. 1995, 144, 199-244.

(51) Telser, J.; Huang, H.; Lee, H.-I.; Adams, M. W. W.; Hoffman, B.
J. Am. Chem. Soc.1997, submitted.

Figure 8. Schematic representation of a [4Fe:4S]+ cluster with the
location of the mixed valence pair 2Fe2.5+ (encircled Fes) ligated by
Cys11 and Cys17 (I ), ligand 14 and Cys56 (II ), ligand 14 and Cys17
(III ).
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factor ∼2 for Cys14 and Cys56 than for Cys11 and Cys17.
Similar behavior is observed47,52for Tl Fdred. Thus the “Curie-
like” variable-temperature behavior is linked to shorterT1s for
Cys11 and Cys17 and the “anti-Curie-like” behavior for Cys14
and Cys56 is linked to longerT1s, precisely as expected by
dipolar relaxation of protons by the〈Sz〉 on the individual iron,
with 〈Sz〉 larger for theS) 9/2, 2Fe2.5+ than theS) 4, 2Fe2.0+

pair. This experimentally detectable difference in the strengths
of the dipolar relaxation experienced by the valence-state
differentiated iron pairs is important in the context of the use
of paramagnetic relaxation as a constraint to generate robust
molecular models for [4Fe:4S]+ cluster-containing Fd with Cys-
only ligation.53,54 Similar relaxation data have not been reported
for other [4Fe:4S]+ Fd or any [4Fe:4S]3+ Hipip to gauge the
generality of the phenomenon.
In all cases where sequence-specific assignments for the all-

Cys cluster ligands in Fdredhave been reported18,47,55the mixed-
valence pair is ligated by the homologous ligands in the
consensus ligation sequence (Figure 1), Cys I and Cys III.
However, the available data do not yet shed light on the
structural basis that makes the reduction potential of the iron
pair ligated to Cys II and IV lower than the iron pair ligated to
Cys I and III.
Electronic Structure and Magnetic Properties of D14S-

FdBred. While the mean〈Sz〉 in eq 1 for the four irons in D14S-
FdBred is very similar to that in D14C-FdBred, the former exhibits
neither the simple pattern of ligand pairs with Curie- and anti-
Curie-like temperature dependence (Figure 4B) nor the obvious
asymmetry in ligand relaxation times (Table 2) observed for
the reference D14C-FdBred. Substitution of Ser for Cys can be
viewed, in the simplest limit, as a substitution of the ligated
heteroatom for a largely conserved cluster geometry, and
differences in contact shifts should reflect perturbation of the
relative stabilities of the 2Fe2.5+ vs 2Fe2.0+ iron pair ligated to
Cys vs Ser. Assuming that any single electronic structure
possesses a valence-delocalized iron pair and a diferrous pair,
we use thePf D14C-FdBred mutant as the reference to which
the1H NMR properties of the D14S-Fdred (and later WT Fdred)
are compared. Conversion of an iron to a given ligand from
Fe2.5+ to Fe2.0+ would be expected to result in a decreased
positive slope (or change to negative slope) in the Curie plot
and smaller contact shift, while conversion of Fe2.0+ to Fe2.5+

would be expected to result in less anti-Curie or negative slope
(or change to positive slope) and a larger contact shift.
The major impact of replacing Cys14 in D14C-FdB

red with
Ser14 in D14S-FdBred is to make the Cys CâH Curie-slope much
less positive (and the contact shift magnitude smaller) for Cys11
and Cys17, and the slopes less negative (and contact shifts
larger) for Cys56, as shown in Figure 4B and Table 2. While
the Ser14 shifts cannot be directly compared to Cys14 shifts
because of intrinsic difference in delocalized spin density for
the same iron, the expected increase by a factor45 of 1.5 based
on the observation for D14S-FdBox and D14C FdAox predicts
mean Ser14 CâH shifts of∼42 ppm in D14S-FdBred, rather than
the∼106 ppm observed. Hence〈Sz〉 for the Ser14 ligated iron
in D14S-FdBox is significantly larger than for the Cys14-ligated

iron in D14C-FdBred. It is also observed that the Curie slope
for Ser14 CâHs in D14S-FdBred is much less negative (one
actually exhibits positive slope) than the Cys14 CâHs in D14C-
FdBred. This pairwise compensating change in shift magnitudes
and Curie slopes is that expected for an electronic structure
intermediate between that described byI and II in Figure 8
(i.e., I andII are comparably populated). Thus the ligated Ser
favors the higher iron oxidation state when compared to Cys.
Analysis of the nature of the magnitude and slope in a Curie

plot of the Ser vs Cys contact shifts in WTChromatiumVinosum
Hipipox and its C77S-Hipipox ([4Fe:4S]3+) mutant, has shown
that the substitution of Ser for Cys ligated to a valence-
delocalized Fe2.5+ converts the iron ligated to ligand 77 to one
of the 2Fe3.0+ pair.32 In that context, the Ser for Cys mutation
in both the Fd and Hipip cubane clusters supports the assertion
that Ser ligation favors the higher oxidation state of iron, one
of 2Fe2.5+ in Fdred and one of 2Fe3.0+ in Hipipox. A difference
between the response of Hipipox andPf Fdred to a Cys to Ser
substitution is that, in the former, primarily the site of the iron
to ligand 77 is influenced,32 while in the latter, the substitution
alters similarly the state ofa pair of irons. In contrast,
replacement of a Cys ligated to Fe2.0+ in Anabaena2Fe Fd failed
to convert30,31 it to the Fe3.0+. Mutagenesis experiments are in
progress, and NMR studies are planned on a series ofPf Fdred

double mutants D14C, together with C11S, C17S, or C56S.
These studies should shed further light on whether the effect
of the variable position Cys to Ser substitution can be interpreted
on the basis of the same model described above or whether the
effect of Cys to Ser substitution depends on the position of the
Cys in the conserved ligating sequence.
Electronic Structural and Magnetic Properties of WT

FdBred. The patterns of contact shifts (Table 2) and Curie slopes
(Supporting Information) for the four ligands in WT FdB

red are
more complicated than that for either D14C-FdB

red or D14S-
FdBred. Scaling the ligated Asp14 contact shift by the intrinsic
ratio45 determined for Fdox shows that〈Sz〉 on the Asp14 ligated
Fe in WT FdBred is much larger (by a factor of∼2-3) than for
the Cys14 ligated Fe in D14C-Fd, and hence the mean cluster
〈Sz〉 for the four ironappears to be largerthan for either D14C-
FdBred or D14S-FdBred. Whether this larger mean〈Sz〉 is due to
weaker antiferromagnetic coupling, and hence more extensive
population of excitedS) 3/2, 5/2, etc. states, or whether there
are bothS) 1/2 andS) 3/2 ground states, as observed at 4 K
by EPR,22,9,27,51is not known at this time. However, comparison
of changes in Curie slope and shift magnitude for WT FdB

red

with D14C FdBred allows several conclusions.
The change in slope from anti-Curie for Cys14 in D14C-

FdBred (Figure 4A) to Curie for Asp14 in WT FdBred, together
with the increased〈Sz〉 for the iron ligated by residue 14 (Table
2), dictates thatAsp14 is ligated to aValence-delocalized iron
in WT FdBred. Similarly, the characteristic decrease in CâH
contact shifts for Cys11, and the change from Curie to anti-
Curie, upon replacing Cys14 by Asp14 clearly dictates that
Cys11 is ligated to a Fe2.0+ in WT FdBred. The consequences
of Asp for Cys substitution for the remaining two ligands can
be qualitatively interpreted by considering primarily the changes
in Curie slope for the relevant residues. The Cys17 shift
magnitudes are perturbed little, but the Curie slope becomes
less positive (in fact, almost zero slope; see Supporting
Information) upon replacing Cys14 by Asp14, indicating that
theoxidation state of the Cys17-ligated iron is loweredin WT
relative to that in D14C Fdred, but not completely to that of
Fe2.0+. The Cys56 contact shifts are also perturbed minimally,
but the slopes are less negative in WT relative to those of D14C
FdBred, indicating that the ligatediron oxidation state has
increased, but not up to Fe2.5+. The Curie slopes of Cys17

(52) The T1 values (in ms) for the CâHs of the ligated Cys in
Thermococcus litoralis47 Fdredhave been redetermined from the intial rates
of magnetization recovery in an inversion-recovery experiment ((15%
uncertainty), CysI (7,3), CysII(15,6), CysIII(11,3) and CysIV(13,5) for the
CâH and CâH′ protons.

(53) Huber, J. G.; Moulis, J.-M.; Gaillard, J.Biochemistry1996, 35,
12705-12711.; Bertini, I.; Couture, M. M. J.; Donaire, A.; Eltis, L. D.;
Felli, I. C.; Luchinat, C.; Piccioli, M.; Rosato, A.Eur. J. Biochem.1996,
241, 440-452.

(54) Wang, P. L.; Donaire, A.; Zhou, Z.-H.; Adams, M. W. W.; La Mar,
G. N. Biochemistry1996, 35, 11319-11328.

(55) Lebrun, E.; Simenel, C.; Guerlesquin, F.; Delepierre, M.Magn. Res.
Chem.1996, 34, 873-880.
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and Cys56 signals in WT FdBred, in fact, are intermediate
between those for a mixed-valence and ferrous iron.
On the assumption that any single electronic structure has

2Fe2.5+ and 2Fe2.0+, the WT FdBred electronic structure is
consistent with the presence of the two comparably populated
structuresII and III depicted in Figure 8. The schematic
electronic structuresII andIII for WT FdBred in Figure 8 indicate
that ligation by Asp stabilizes the valence-delocalized pair at
that position relative to Cys, but more strongly than Ser, since
both II andIII ligate Asp14 to a Fe2.5+, while only one (II ) of
two structures comparably populated ligated Ser14 to a Fe2.5+.
The ligation of Asp14 to an iron of the mixed-valence Fe2.5+

rather than Fe2.0+ is consistent with the proposal based on
analysis of the low-temperature EPR and ENDOR spectra27,51

of WT Fdred selectively reconstituted with57Fe. The low-
temperature ENDOR data51 favor the7/2, 3 rather than9/2, 4
sub-spin states for 2Fe2.5+ and 2Fe2.0+, respectively, for the total
spin1/2 ground state49 and do not differentiate between structures
II and III in Figure 8. Whether the increased mean iron〈Sz〉
detected by NMR for WTPf Fdred arises from weaker antifer-
romagnetic coupling for aS) 1/2 ground state formed fromS
) 7/3, 3 sub-spin systems51 or if it is due to the presence of
bothS) 1/2 andS) 3/2 ground states27 cannot be determined
from the presently available data.
Influence of Cys21 and Cys48 Oxidation States on

Reduced Cluster Electronic Structure. Comparison of the
shifts in Table 2 and the Curie plots for D14C-FdA

red (Figure
4A) and D14C-FdBred (Figure 4B) show Curie- and anti-Curie
slopes for the same Cys11, Cys17 and Cys14, Cys56, respec-
tively. However, the Curie slopes are more positive and the
shifts larger, while the anti-Curie peak shifts are smaller, in
D14C-FdAred than D14C-FdBred. Very similar changes in Curie
slope and shift magnitude (Table 2) are observed for the pairwise
Cys11, Cys17 and Cys56, Ser14 in D14S-FdB

red (Figure 4B)
relative to D14S-FdAred (Figure 4A). These data indicate that
an equilibrium between the same two structures,I and II in
Figure 8, describes the mutant FdA

redelectronic structures, except
that in each case thefree sulfhydryl FdBred form of Cys21 and
Cys48 faVors structuresII oVer I (Figure 8) for both mutants
when compared to the disulfide form (FdA

red) of Cys21 and
Cys48. For WT Fdred, one mixed-valence Fe2.5+ (to Asp14) is
conserved (unchanged shift (Table 2) and Curie slope), while
each of the other ligands shows moderate changes in shifts that
indicate that the oxidation state of the iron ligated to Cys17
increases (more positive Curie slope) while that ligated by Cys56
decreases (less positive slope) for the disulfide relative to the
free sulfhydryl form of Cys21 and Cys48.
Clearly the redox states of Cys21 and Cys48 are sensed by

the cluster such that the iron pair ligated to Cys17 and Cys11
is more reducible for the free sulfhydryl than disulfide form of
Cys21 and Cys48. In the crystal structures ofDesulfoVibrio
gigas56 3Fe Fdox andThermatoga maritima57 4Fe Fdox, as well
as in the solution structure ofThermococcus litoralis54 4Fe Fdox,
each of which has a disulfide bond between CysV and CysVI,
the carbonyl of cluster ligandIII (Cys17 inPf Fd) serves as a
hydrogen-bond acceptor to the peptide NH of CysV (Cys21 in

Pf Fd). We propose that an analogous hydrogen bond exists in
Pf Fd. Solution structure determinations of bothPf FdA and
FdB that may shed light on the nature of the interaction between
the two redox chromophores, are in progress. It is noted that
the cluster reduction potential is not significantly perturbed34

by the oxidation states of Cys21 and Cys48.
Effect of Cyanide Ligation to the Cluster. Perhaps the most

unusual property of the Fdred-CN complex is the extremely
effective relaxation of conserved cluster ligand58 Cys relative
to that in the two mutants and WT Fdred. A longer electron
spin relaxation time,T1e, for Pf Fdred-CN compared to WT Fdred

is implied by the ability to detect theS ) 1/2 EPR signal at
higher temperature in the presence, than in the absence, of
cyanide.27 The short protonT1s from the hyperfine-shifted
signals in Fdred-CN preclude detection of NOEs between geminal
CâHs, but the NOEs from the strongly relaxed B1

CN (or A1
CN)

to the narrow B6CN (or A6
CN) and to Phe25 clearly assign the

Cys17 CâH and CRH. The three other hyperfine-shifted peaks,
Bx

CN, ByCN, and BzCN, cannot be unambiguously assigned at this
time, but it is noted that WT Fdred similarly has only three
hyperfine-shifted resonances beside the Cys17 CâH downfield
of ∼20 ppm,24 two from Cys11 and one from Cys56, and a
similar origin for the peaks in Fdred-CN is likely. Moreover,
since two peaks (BxCN and ByCN) exhibit Curie, while one peak
(Bz

CN) displays anti-Curie behavior (not shown, see Supporting
Information), a tentative assignment is Bx

CN and ByCN to the
CâHs of Cys11 and BzCN to the CâH of Cys56. Since Cys17
and the likely Cys11 exhibit Curie-type behavior, and Cys56
exhibits anti-Curie behavior, an electronic structure is proposed
where Cys11 and Cys17 are ligated to the mixed valence pair,
and Cys56 and cyanide to the 2Fe2.0+ pair, i.e., an electronic
structure similar to that proposed for D14C-FdA

red (I in Figure
8). The failure to detect any hyperfine-shifted peaks with
relaxation properties expected for a ligated Asp14 are consistent
with, but not proof for, cyanide replacing Asp14. The conver-
sion of a mixed valence to a ferrous iron upon cyanide ligation
is completely consistent with the interpretation of EPR and
ENDOR data.27,51
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